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Welcome
W

elcome to this first edition of Wye Valley NHS Trust’s newsletter
which will give you a glimpse into what we’ve been up to during
the last year and what we’ve got planned.

A year ago , little did we
realise the full impact COVID19 would have on so many
areas of our lives.

pandemic has been a catalyst
to accelerate change. Many of
the changes would have
happened anyway, but the
circumstances dictated that
It’s affected just about every
they should happen much
aspect of our work and I want
more quickly.
to start by paying tribute to
the Trust’s hard-working staff In this newsletter you’ll read
members who have all gone
about the way our
the extra mile in so many
gastroenterology team has
ways to ensure we could
adapted and now uses an
deliver the safest service
innovative camera which
possible during the pandemic. patients swallow and which
gives clinicians a good view
We had staff working from
inside your stomach and
home, many working with
bowel so they can check you
teams they ordinarily would
out in a new and less invasive
not see and countless staff
way.
work extra hours and give 110
per cent to keep services
And those of who live near
running.
the hospital site will have seen
the construction of our new
There has been innovation
three-ward block. These new
along the way and the
wards will soon replace the

Celebrating our overseas nurses
Our success in recruiting
overseas nurses has meant
we have been able to deliver
great services despite the
shortage of qualified nurses
in the UK.

recruited around 80 nurses
from abroad.

They have added to the
amazingly diverse and
passionate team of staff
working at all levels across
During the last 12 months we the Trust.

hutted wards which have
served us since the 1940s.

Of course, we’re not out of
the woods yet and it’s still
really important that you have
Like the whole country, we’ve
your vaccines when you are
had to adapt to new ways of
invited to.
working remotely and every
day staff members will now be This is our best defence
in meetings with colleagues
against the virus.
sat at desks in other offices or
So I hope you enjoy this
at the home.
edition of the newsletter. If
This use of technology not
you have any views or
only allows remote meetings, comments, please email them
it also allows our consultants to john.burnett@wvt.nhs.uk
to meet patients in the
It may be that there are issues
comfort of their own homes.
you would like us to feature in
It’s called telemedicine and it this newsletter or you may
has allowed us to reach
have a comment you would
people who live many miles
like us to respond to.
from the hospital – which is
great for those patients who
may find it difficult to travel
into Hereford to see their
Jane Ives
consultant.
WVT Managing Director

New skin centre opens

Dr James Powell with the team at the new WVT Skin Centre

An award-winning team at Wye Valley NHS Trust which recently received national acclaim is behind a
new skin service which has just opened to its first patients.
The Wye Valley Skin Centre
brings together staff and
services delivering skin
cancer care which have
previously been delivered
across a number of Trust
premises.

home and using technology
to speak with, and send
images to, consultants in
the centre.

waves of the Covid
pandemic while also
establishing services and
facilities that will enable us
to improve the care and
treatment we deliver into
the future.

Hospital and some based in
the Gaol Street building”.

Not only will the creation of
the new centre mean staff
In October the Trust’s
will be able to see and treat
Dermatology Team, which
more patients more
will be providing services
quickly, it releases valuable
The new centre, based in
from the new centre,
“The services at the new
space at Hereford County
the Gaol Street clinic
landed the prestigious
centre include
Hospital for other
buildings, consolidates
British Medical Journal
inflammatory, skin cancer, departments to use for
dermatology, and
(BMJ) Dermatology Team
surgical, phototherapy,
outpatient and surgical use,
specifically skin cancer
of the Year award.
paediatric and a new
which are key areas of
related care services, onto
counselling room. We will activity as the Trust pulls
“As a team, we’ve worked
one site – with the team
also be able to work more out the stops to tackle the
incredibly hard,
hoping to develop “see and
closely with our colleagues backlog of patients due to
innovatively and bravely for
treat” services for serious
in plastic surgery who will the pandemic.
our service and patients
skin cancers and rashes,
shortly be joining us in the
over the last two years and
“We have the capacity for
linked with their nationally
new exciting facility,”
have achieved in this time
80 outpatient sessions per
leading Teledermatology
added James.
what ordinarily might have
week for face to face
service set up during the
taken five to ten years,”
“Historically these have
consultations and we can
pandemic.
said Dr James Powell,
been provided at a range of now run 30 theatre
The Teledermatology
Dermatology Clinical Lead. sites – Dermatology and
sessions a week,” said Kat
service involves holding
Plastic surgery at our
Barker Deputy General
“We safeguarded our
consultations with patients
buildings at Belmont, some Manager.
service during the initial
who can be in their own
services at Hereford County

Pioneering pillcam
Clinicians at the Trust have adopted a ground-breaking process which allows
them to see inside a patients intestines without the need for an endoscopy.
The innovative “pillcam” is
swallowed by a patient who
can then go home while the
images taken by the device
are recorded on a unit worn
around the waist.
It means consultants have

access to high quality images
which are crucial to the
diagnosis of many ailments
associated with the small and
large bowel.
While not suitable for all
patients, the new colon
capsule endoscopy offers
patients choice and is a
non-invasive and painless

procedure.
“The pillcam passes through
the gastro intestinal tracts
taking high quality images
which are transmitted
wirelessly to the recorder,”
said Consultant
Gastroenterologist, Andrew
Milestone, who is pioneering
the use of the pillcam at the
Trust.
“The patient can then go
home and bring back the
recorder the following day
when we download the
images onto our computers
and analyse the results,” he
added.
The Trust is one of the early
adopters of the process which
has received positive
feedback from patients who
prefer pillcam to the
traditional endoscopy
process.

Supporting the Armed Forces
The trust has been recognised by the Ministry of Defence for our support to
We were one of 41
organisations across the West
Midlands to achieve the
Employer Recognition

Scheme (ERS) Silver Award for support members of the
2021 in recognition of our
Armed Forces community.
positive measures and
The Trust has also received
policies which actively
accreditation from the
Veterans Covenant
Healthcare Alliance for
sharing good practice in
linking with local services for
the Armed Forces Community
and raising staff awareness of
the Armed Forces Covenant.

Staff roll up
their sleeves
for patient
safety
Thousands of WVT staff have
rolled up their sleeves and
had the COVID-19 booster as
well as their annual flu jab to
make the safer place for
patients, relatives and
friends.
A marquee at the County
Hospital has been the focus
for the mass vaccination of
staff.
Leading by example was
David Mowbray, the Trust’s
Medical Director.

Going green at the County
With the Climate Change Conference still ringing in our ears, Wye Valley NHS Trust is playing its part to
reduce its carbon footprint in the county.
Wye Valley NHS Trust has
taken a significant step to
lower its carbon footprint
with a £4.7 million pound
energy upgrade at the
Hereford County Hospital
site, which is due to be
completed early next year.

The funding comes as part
of a wider national
decarbonisation plan
supported by a grant
scheme from The
Department for Business
Energy & Industrial Strategy
(BEIS) delivered by Salix
Finance which helps the
public sector work
towards their net
zero goals.
The multimillionpound upgrade is
underway to
provide greener
energy to the
County Hospital
and six of the
older buildings on
the site.

During the summer work
began with the installation
of 3,170 low energy lights
in the main hospital
building, and is being
followed by more than 300
roof solar panels, which will
provide enough to power
the equivalent of 27 UK
homes per year. Modern
switching mechanisms,
1,163 pipework insulation
jackets and 263 metres of
pipework lagging to reduce
heat loss are also being
installed.
A ground source heat pump
network, which involves
drilling 47 boreholes to
200m into the ground –
nearly six miles long are
being drilled in total, is also
now being installed at
locations around the
hospital grounds.
This will pump
water, naturally
warmed by the
earth, and
convert
it into
heat
to

provide useable heat to six
of the buildings on the site.
Alan Dawson, Director of
Strategy and Planning at
Wye Valley NHS Trust:
“We’re very pleased to
receive this grant to enable
us to undertake this
exciting and significant
move forward to help
reduce our carbon
footprint and improve our
environmental
sustainability.
“We have already taken a
number of steps to reduce
our carbon footprint at our
community hospitals and
this builds upon that
progress.
“We’re committed to
reducing the impact our
activities have on the
environment by introducing
these new technologies,
which will reduce our
carbon emissions at this
site by 510 carbon tonnes
per year and reduce our
dependence on fossil fuels
for a greener future,”
added Alan.
Pictured in front of the boring
machine at Hereford County
Hospital are, left to right: Martin
McGawley (Centrica site manager), Jon Westood (Centrica project engineer), Steve Cresswell
(Centrica geologist), Martin
Jones (WVT estates and engineering manager), Brian Santry
(Centrica project manager), Alan
Dawson (WVT director of strategy and planning), Tony Orton
(Centrica Head of Healthcare
Business Development) and
Mark Thomas (WVT project

Building for the future

We’re getting very excited about our new ward block which is due to
open to patients before the end of the year.
Two of the wards will
replace our pair of aging
hutted wards that were
built in the 1940s, and the
third ward in the new block
will provide additional
beds.
The new wards will allow

us to provide 21st century use of them.
care for our frail and
If you happen to be a
elderly patients in state-ofpatient when this happens,
the-art surroundings.
congratulations on being
The three news wards have part of a historic time for
been named after local
the hospital!
hills in Herefordshire Earlier this year we created
Ashgrove, Garway and
a new Same Day
Dinmore.

Emergency Care (SDEC)
area which is helping to
assess and treat patients
who can then go home
rather than spend time in a
hospital bed, and we’ve
also worked hard to create
a more friendly Accident
and Emergency

Once the new building
opens, we will then
reconfigure our current
wards to make the best

SDEC opening

ED children’s area

Hi-tech radiography equipment improves patients’ experience
As the number of patients we see grows, the pressure on other services across the hospital also
increases.
No where has this been more true than in our radiology
It means that the County Hospital now boasts some of the
department- which carries out X rays and scans.
most technically advanced diagnostic equipment in the NHS.
Back in 2018 the department had a range of aging and failing
pieces of equipment so the Trust teamed up with Philips to
provide a range of new equipment and also a reorganisation of
the physical layout of our radiology suite.
The £2 million redevelopment of the suite involved the
installation of a second MRI scanner and a new “interventional
suite” which provides the right environment for radiological
treatment procedures.

Clinics in the community
at former GP surgery
Wye Valley NHS Trust is breathing new life into a former GP surgery located
near the heart of Hereford city.
GPs from the Hereford
Medical Group vacated
Sarum House, last year.
Since then, the Trust has
been working to reopen
the building, which sits in
the shadow of Hereford
Cathedral, as an easy to
reach clinic for patients
which avoids the need for
them to visit the main
County Hospital site.

manager for Wye Valley
She added that the City
District Nursing team is
trialling a clinic-based
service in the building for
up to two days a week for
non-housebound patients
on their caseload which
will mainly be focused on
catheter care.

who suffer from long-term
chronic pain.

“Sarum House clinics
include a nurse prescriber,
physiotherapist, and
clinical psychologist,
supported by the Pain
Clinic Consultants in Wye
Valley NHS Trust. We
support people to better
“The team will also see
understand their long term
patients who need support condition and to learn new
“These are exciting times
and education and who are skills to live well with
as we’re providing a range able to attend a clinic.”
pain,” said Helen Burke,
of services away from the
Clinical Nurse Specialist
A new lower limb service is
main hospital in an easy to
with the Herefordshire
also being provided in the
access building in the city
pain Self-Management
building and the Trust is
centre,” said Stephanie
Team.
also supporting patients
Kerridge, city locality

Services operating out of
Sarum House include:
 Bladder and Bowel
Health Podiatry
 Lymphoedema
 Community Neurology
CNS Team: Multiple
Sclerosis, Parkinsons,
Epilepsy
 District Nursing
 Lower Limb Wound clinic
 Speech and Language
Therapy – adults and
children
 Ophthalmology every
other month
 Midwifery clinics once a
week
 Abdominal Aortic
Aneurysm screening one
day a month
 Pre-school vision
screening clinics every
other month

